THE REVOLUTIONS OF 1989: AN INTRODUCTION

In the May 1988 issue of Szkoła, a Wrocław underground paper, an anonymous commentator wrote: “I think the end of our era is already close at hand.” The unknown author with the pseudonym Nobelek Rusz-Czkash turned out to be among the few who correctly predicted the life expectancy of communist regimes in Eastern Europe. While since the 1920s there had been announcements of the end of Soviet communism, neither the most prominent Eastern nor Western prophets had foreseen the sudden and momentous events that within weeks would wash away seemingly unshakable regimes in a number of countries and with them the postwar international order in Europe, thus bringing to a close what soon would be called the “short” twentieth century.

This is not to say that there were no analysts who perceived the signs of the impending unrest. Among those who saw it coming was Georgii Shakhnazarov, Gorbachev’s advisor, who in October 1988 predicted a serious crisis in Eastern Europe caused “by concrete factors rooted in the underlying economic and political model of socialism that was first developed in our country.” To be sure, in early 1988 US intelligence also forecasted “a moderate chance” for popular upheaval in Poland, Romania, and Hungary; however, “in extremis,” the intelligence estimate saw “no reason to doubt” Gorbachev’s willingness to “intervene to preserve party rule and decisive Soviet influence in the region.”

Perhaps the younger generation of dissidents (to which the commentator Nobelek Rusz-Czkash supposedly belonged), those who distributed leaflets and
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staged demonstrations, got it right by sheer luck. Perhaps they wanted to believe that their seemingly absurd and hopeless oppositional activities were not in vain. Perhaps people on the ground were more sensitive to societal dynamics and the shifts of popular sentiment than some of the more prominent dissidents—a phenomenon that became clear with regard to the East German oppositional elite’s attitude toward German unity in early 1990. Historian Charles Maier was certainly correct in analyzing that the failure of many to predict the revolutions of 1989 and the collapse of state communism was, in some way, a “failure of democratic faith,” a failure to believe that democracy was, in the long run, strong enough to topple a coercive system.6

There is no consensus among historians and social scientists about whether revolutions are per se predictable or not. Unpredictability and a sudden rupture in normal or familiar practices of politics and society are often quoted as features of revolutions. Whether the East European revolutions of 1989 qualify as such, depends, as Charles Tilly remarked, upon how broadly the term is defined.7 More recent revolutionary theory defines a revolution as “an effort to transform the political institutions and the justifications for political authority in society, accompanied by formal or informal mass mobilization and non-institutionalized actions that undermine authorities.”8 In this sense, the East European upheavals of 1989 are acknowledged by political scientist Vladimir Tismaneanu as a “series of political revolutions that led to the decisive and irreversible transformation of the existing order. Instead of autocratic, one-party systems, the revolutions created emerging pluralist polities. The revolutions allowed the citizens of the former ideologically driven despotisms (closed societies) to recover their main human and civil rights and to engage in the building of open societies.”9

In the political and social sciences it is said that as soon as a closed society starts to open, its leaders begin to lose control. More than a century before 1989, Alexis de Tocqueville had concluded from his studies on L’Ancien Régime et la Révolution: “Experience teaches that the most critical moment for bad governments is the one which witnesses their first steps toward reform.”10 As the con-
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7 Charles Tilly, European Revolutions, 1492–1992 (Oxford: Blackwell, 1993), 4, 233–37. Tilly concluded that while the situation in 1989 and the resulting events were revolutionary almost everywhere in Eastern Europe, the events can be considered revolutions in only certain countries (in Czechoslovakia, the GDR, the USSR, and Yugoslavia). For a thoughtful analysis of predictability and history, see Arnold Suppan, “Prognose und Vorhersehbarkeit in Geschichte und Geschichtswissenschaft,” lecture at the Austrian Academy of Sciences, 15 November 2013. I am grateful to Arnold Suppan for sharing his manuscript.
tributions to this volume underscore, the unrest caught the communist bloc in a
state of flux, with the struggle between reformers, anti-reformers, and dissidents
still undecided. The upheavals of 1989 have, therefore, been aptly described as a
“partnership of revolution from above and revolution from below.”11 In the vari-
ous countries, the revolutions followed different patterns: national reaffirma-
tion of the 1956 uprising combined with reforms from above in Hungary; long-term
opposition and gradually eroding communism in Poland; unrest of the masses
leading to the implosion of the rigid regimes of East Germany and Czechoslo-
kia; demonstrations met by palace revolts in Bulgaria and Romania. Most of them
were peaceful and “self-limiting”, with a negotiated transition of power. Still,
popular participation and legitimacy was considered large enough to make them a
“popular, genuine” revolution.12 While some of the upheavals were interpreted af-
fterward as steps toward political normalization after a successful modernization,
others are seen by many as just another failed attempt to modernize.

The regimes that were toppled in 1989 had similar features: Their rule was
autocratic, based on communist ideology, state-ownership of the economy, sub-
ordination of society under one political party, and tight control over political
activity.13 As they matured, these regimes reduced mass coercion and repression
in favor of using nationalism and an implicit social contract. Many factors explain
their downfall: economic stagnation, reducing their maneuvering space vis-à-vis
their own population; the resulting crisis of legitimacy, with the regimes being
less and less able to deliver the material improvements they had promised in re-
turn for their populations’ political acquiescence; ideological bankruptcy, with the
ideas of social equality increasingly pushed aside by human rights; the effects
of reform-communist political and economic liberalization, culminating with and
personified by Mikhail Gorbachev, which increased people’s maneuvering space and
information sources, but reduced the regimes’ ability and resolution to bribe
or coerce their people into submission; and courageous action by non-conform-
ists. As in the case of the communist regimes’ installation after World War I and II,
intentionalist interpretations of their demise are pitted against structuralist ones.
While intentionalists will stress the role of Lech Wałęsa, Pope John Paul II, and
Mikhail Gorbachev, structuralists point to inherent flaws that were inscribed in the
communist regimes from their beginning, societal disintegration, and economic
imbalance.14 Depending upon whether one chooses a systemic, society-based or
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regime-centered approach, 1989 can thus be told as a story of systemic failure, popular unrest, revolution from above or great-power politics.

Since 1990, historians and political scientists have told this story from a comparative and/or entangled perspective. As archival materials were released they helped us to better understand events, backgrounds and interactions. Bottom-up and top-down perspectives, intentionalist and structuralist explanations struggled against one another and, in the end, will perhaps complement one another. The more detailed the new insights are, the greater is the need to periodically synthesize new findings and reflect upon the larger picture.

It is the aim of this book to give an overview over the various national revolutions of 1989 and the external reactions, thus combining both domestic and international perspectives. It is not concerned with postcommunist transition, although it includes some of the consequences of the revolutions into the spec-
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The volume has three parts: the first examines the revolutionary events—from above and from below—in Eastern Europe and Beijing, starting with Gorbachev’s perestroika and continuing with country studies from Poland to Romania. The second part deals with Soviet and Western perceptions of and responses to the 1989 crisis in a similar fashion by treating various countries’ leaders’ political responses to the challenges of 1989–90. The last part of this volume focuses on the aftermath of the momentous events, on societal transformations that followed, the acceptance of the new Central European democracies to NATO and the EU, and on the larger context of these changes. These chapters are complemented by country studies on the post-1989 “archival revolution” and the memory of 1989. The remainder of this chapter attempts to contextualize and link the various chapters of this volume by addressing transnational links and topics. It reflects the structure of this volume, albeit in a modified way.

The Revolutions

In his groundbreaking study of The Gorbachev Factor, political scientist Archie Brown stated that the sudden collapse of 1989 “requires no elaborate explanation.”20 The communist regimes in Eastern Europe “existed because the Soviet Union had put them in place—by force of arms or threat of force—and had been ready to intervene to sustain them in power.” While most authors would agree that while communism had been rejected by most East Europeans as a Soviet imposition21 and that national communism was a double-edged sword with regard to bloc consistency, there remains disagreement about the share that long- and short-term factors such as the actions of individuals had in bringing down state communism. Stephen Kotkin has concluded that state communism’s internal crisis was the main reason for the revolutions, and he has gone as far as to claim that the role of the civil society in 1989 is a myth.22 Even if this is true, and there are many who doubt it, we need to ask (a) what made this crisis a successful revolution and (b) why it brought collapse in 1989 and not, say, in 1956, 1968 or 2050. Christoph Boyer has endeavored to develop a model to explain these questions by combining the birth defects of communism such as the absence of economic incentives, political
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competition, and public correctives with later emerging flaws such as the suppression of reforms in Czechoslovakia and the GDR in 1968–70 and the inability to satisfy consumer demands or to implement the Third Industrial Revolution. With the Eastern economies and societies being increasingly entangled with their Western counterparts, comparisons could be drawn whereby the flaws became ever more visible for the normal citizen. Since modernization and social as well as economic superiority loomed large among the self-legitimizing factors of the communist regimes, the inability to achieve these things to the same extent as the West fatally undermined the regimes’ prestige and legitimacy.

In general, top-down approaches underline the role of perestroika among the preconditions and decisive factors of 1989. While a number of studies have emerged that stress the role of other factors, in particular bottom-up impulses, many will agree that among the preconditions for the revolutions, “the changes in the Soviet Union are overwhelmingly the most important part.” The importance of what was labeled the “Gorbachev factor” stems from perestroika and glasnost’, i.e. the attempt to dynamize the ailing Soviet economy and tackle corruption as well as lethargy. This was to be achieved by stimulating political and economic participation and reducing the costs of the hypertrophic empire. This included, as a prerequisite, the relaxation of East-West tensions. As the economic crisis became more apparent, steps intensified toward reducing Soviet interference in the East European states as well as subsidies for them.

At the same time, the importance of Western partners for alleviating East European problems increased. In parallel, Gorbachev’s calls for perestroika and his support for change in the non-Soviet member states of the Eastern bloc grew bolder. He “wanted East Europeans to emulate [perestroika] but hesitated to push them too hard since that went against the spirit of his politics.” Moreover, before spring 1988, his calls did not include a public disavowal of the Brezhnev Doctrine.
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In his chapter to this volume, Andrei Grachev stresses the “new political thinking” as a non-Leninist and non-confrontational approach to international policy. It was based on disarmament, non-violence, and reform. Although Gorbachev did not order it, he encouraged the Polish communists to re-legalize Solidarność, acquiesced (in March 1989) to the subsequent (from May) Hungarian dismantling of the Iron Curtain, granted (in August) the opening of the Hungarian border for East German refugees (in September) and agreed (in January 1990) to Germany’s reunification. He did not veto the emergence of non-communist parties, the holding of (semi-) free elections or the subsequent emergence of non-communist-led governments in Eastern Europe. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that the Soviet leader had entirely abandoned the “outer empire” before 1991. When the first communist regimes began to collapse, the CPSU initially still considered immediate measures to provide their “fraternal parties” support, as Mikhail Prozumenshchikov shows. After the new non-communist governments were formed, steps were conceived for improving Soviet relations with them. In many instances, Gorbachev referred to the continuing Soviet responsibility as a primus inter pares, and even after the forming of a non-communist government in Poland, the Kremlin sought assurances that this country would remain in the Warsaw Pact.

The question of why communist leaders agreed to give up their monopoly of power can be explained in several ways: Some intended to stabilize their position by co-opting parts of the non-communist spectrum or, as Polish opposition mastermind Bronislaw Geremek said about the communist leadership, “to corrupt us, divide us, compromise us.” Others counted on confirming their own position and humiliating their contenders at the ballot box. In the round table talks, Polish communists insisted on quick elections, hoping to wrong-foot the opposition, which clearly lacked an apparatus or resources. Not only Polish, but also East German communists and even Gorbachev “did not realize how much they would be repudiated,” overestimating their chances of winning the popular vote. In the end, it turned out that in 1989 state communism lacked not only popular support, but also the ability to readjust and, luckily, the resolution to fight for power. As an alternative explanation, historian Konrad Jarausch has pointed to the loss of utopian belief and self-confidence among the ruling communists and Charles Maier has argued that in 1989 the communist leaders “understood that they had
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arrived at a dead end in terms of their own aspirations and policies.”33 In Maier’s eyes, this disillusionment is part of what he calls “late communism,” an “ageing” regime’s era of growing complexity in which the central power loses control to its agents, the economy and official politics are less dynamic, and leaders are less prone to risk-taking.

In Poland 1989 bottom-up initiatives were most prominent: nowhere else in the Eastern bloc was the opposition so powerful, nowhere else did so many different oppositional initiatives emerge, nowhere else did they establish such a widespread network of transnational contacts and activities supporting oppositional groups in other East European countries. In his path-breaking study of grassroots opposition, historian Padraic Kenney has stated: “The regime did not agree to negotiate because this or that opposition leader showed indefatigable determination (nor, of course, simply due to economic decline and Western pressure, both of which had been the case for a long time). The catalyst to dialogue was the broad social unrest on dozens of stages.”34 As in Kenney’s study, bottom-up approaches stress the importance of East European dissidents and opposition groups for bringing about the revolutions of 1989. While Stephen Kotkin as well as historian Tony Judt35 have doubted the impact of dissidents, Kenney and Timothy Garton Ash argue that the “reassessment of the notion of citizenship” was launched by the example of intellectuals and their ideas.36 Vladimir Tismaneanu has stated that the revolutions cannot be understood without an emphasis on the significance of civil society as a set of fundamental ideas, a political math, and a real, historical movement […] those who took to the streets, the thousands and thousands who were ready to die because they wanted to be free, did not act as the puppets of uncivil society. They believed in civility, decency and humanity, and they succeeded in rehabilitating these values.37

Opposition comprised a wide range of interests and activities: While Solidarność and a few dissidents had held a virtual monopoly of the opposition in the early 1970s, in 1989 the groups ranged from human rights committees, religious and social groups, peace movements and conscientious objectors (e.g. Charter 77; Freedom and Peace, the first major opposition group in Poland since the founding of Solidarność; the Peace Group for Dialogue in Hungary; the Initiative for Peace and Human Rights in the GDR), to cultural- and nature-protection as well as anti-nuclear and ecological awareness groups. These included the Velehrad initiative
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of 1985: János Várgha’s Danube Circle, which collected more than 10,000 signatures against the creation of the gigantic Nagymaros dam; and *Ekoglasnost*, which became famous for its protests in Sofia in October 1989 and whose crushing contributed to Todor Zhivkov’s downfall. Their activities comprised street theaters, summer camps, pilgrimages, student activism, raft expeditions, the collecting of signatures for petitions, street protests, hunger strikes, leaflet distribution, sit-ins and happenings, the cleaning and restoring of historical sites, the occupation of endangered natural sites, singing songs, forming human chains, the commemoration of historical dates, and campaigns against pollution or homelessness.

In many places, it was young people who were leading the protests. Since the nineteenth century (not in 1789), students had played a vanguard role in many, if not most, revolutions. In the Eastern bloc, communist propaganda had contributed to keeping ideas of “revolution,” “powerful demonstrations” and “meetings” popular. As Karsten Brüggemann shows in this chapter on the revolution in the Baltics, opposition was conducted mainly by representatives of a generation that only knew about massive state violence through hearsay or personal family history. They therefore believed in the “possibility” of change. Music played a large role, not only in the Baltics, where the singing of songs became a major means of protest. Rock or punk music had always been perceived by communist authorities as potentially subversive. Indeed, in 1976, the arrest of the rock band Plastic People of the Universe became the trigger for formulating Charter 77; twelve years later, a rally in Czechoslovakia in the memory of the death of John Lennon turned into a demonstration for the withdrawal of Soviet troops from the country.

In Bulgaria and Romania, as Ulf Brunnbauer and Anneli Ute Gabanyi show, political dissent was less significant in comparison to Poland or Czechoslovakia. Here opposition groups of ethnic minorities were remarkable: the Turkish minority in Bulgaria, which opposed the forceful assimilation campaign to which it had
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been subjected and which was supported from 1988 by Bulgarian intellectuals; in Romania, the Hungarian minority, which resisted the forceful razing of their villages and was inspired by their spokesman Pastor László Tökés of Timișoara (Temesvár), whose arrest helped trigger the uprising in 1989.

Although created for collective action, most of these groups were “rooted in an individualistic concept of freedom, programmatically skeptical of all ideological blueprints for social engineering, [...] liberal and non-utopian.” Jürgen Habermas has therefore labeled 1989 the “rectifying revolutions,” revolutions that restored Eastern Europe to the “normal” liberal democratic trajectory. By “living in truth,” as Václav Havel put it, they strove to reject a system which they perceived as a lie. Ideas in general, the ones of human and civil rights in particular, loomed large among their foundations. They aimed at belonging to what they imagined as the free, independent, wealthy and happy mainstream of the West; “return to Europe,” be it to a functioning economy and/or to civil society, was one of their mottos. This may be one of the reasons why what political scientist Marie Elise Sarotte called “prefab” models prevailed in defining the post-1989 international order.

In the early 1980s, the image of West European society being wealthier and happier than communist ones seems to have been widespread in the East, both among the masses and in the higher echelons. In the wake of détente, perestroika, and the Conference of Security and Cooperation in Europe, intensified East-West entanglement, the exchange of visitors, and the media had achieved a great deal in deconstructing enemy images and shaking ideological convictions. In his memoirs, Gorbachev wrote that simply by the West being able to provide a higher standard of living for its citizens and legitimacy for its governments, his own “faith in the advantages of socialist over bourgeois democracy was shaken.” Détente and
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Ostpolitik had contributed to the Western image improving greatly. As memories of the war faded and West Germany emerged as an economic partner, anti-German propaganda which had been used for decades to keep the Eastern bloc together was toned down. The picture of Willy Brandt kneeling in front of the Warsaw uprising memorial did more to deconstruct the communist enemy image of West Germany than decades of Western counterpropaganda: “After the Berlin and German treaties were signed at the beginning of the 1970s only the most stubborn and hidebound state socialist leaders […] might still believe that a commonwealth of workers was menaced by an imperialist conspiracy.”

While Poland is often cited as a case in point for the importance of bottom-up initiatives, Klaus Bachmann underlines the emergence and temporary toleration of semi-legal non-communist political actors in Poland as well as of liberalizing steps taken by the late-communist regime. All the more, the story of Hungary in 1989 is often described as a top-down process, a “revolution from above,” whereby reform communists participated in dismantling the one-party system, as shown by Andreas Oplakta. As in the Polish case, pre-1989 liberalization as well as round table negotiations loom large. After multicandidate elections had been held in the USSR in April 1989, Gorbachev neither vetoed the holding of partially free elections in Poland nor the subsequent emergence of a noncommunist-led government. However, in March 1989 he did not welcome Hungarian Premier Miklos Németh’s proposal to hold multiparty elections in Hungary and he disapproved of the emerging Hungarian interpretation of 1956 as a popular uprising and not, as Soviet communism had preached, a “counterrevolution.” But it was to Gorbachev’s credit that he stressed that such decisions were within the national responsibility and that he fulfilled Hungary’s demand for a quick Soviet withdrawal of forces.

Doubtlessly, Gorbachev’s greatest achievement was non-violence as a consequence of his and his East European colleagues’ restraint. In twentieth-century Europe in general, political violence had played a large role; in Eastern Europe and the communist bloc this role was particularly large. The revolutions of 1789
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and 1848, both of which included large-scale violence, were followed by military interventions and wars. In contrast, many historians have pointed to the 1989 revolutions’ surprisingly peaceful character. Timothy Garton Ash is certainly correct in assessing that “Where the guillotine is a symbol of 1789, the round table is a symbol of 1989.”54 In his groundbreaking study, Jacques Lévesque states that “the most surprising event of that fateful year was not, in itself, the collapse of the East European regimes [...] The most remarkable and least expected event of 1989 was, in fact, the Soviet attitude.”55 Indeed, other uprisings and upheavals in Eastern Europe in 1953, 1956, 1968 had started peacefully before they were violently suppressed by Soviet forces. Mark Kramer has argued that three crucial events helped shape Gorbachev’s rejection of force: the Afghanistan disaster, the Soviet crackdown on demonstrators in Tbilisi in April 1989 and the Chinese massacre of students on Tiananmen Square in June.56 Even more importantly, humanitarian considerations spoke against the application of force. The Soviet leader was likely influenced by what historian James Sheehan has described as Europe’s postwar transformation into a pacifist mainstream consensus.57 In addition, from the cycle of liberalization, East European unrest, and Soviet hardline response as had emerged in 1953–56 and 1966–70, Gorbachev drew the conclusion that the use of force would not only discredit perestroika internationally but also wreck it domestically. In the end, the Soviet leader was remarkably successful in avoiding violence, as well as in safeguarding a peaceful but rapid transition to a new political order. Since communism had not taken roots in Eastern Europe, a civil war could be avoided.

Yet, when demonstrators took to the streets in 1989, none of them could know for sure what kind of response they might expect from the police, or even from the
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Soviet forces. In earlier decades, the Kremlin had sent out seemingly arbitrarily freezes and thaws, and in 1989 nobody was able to tell when the next “climate change” was due. In contrast to earlier claims, no documentary evidence has hitherto emerged that Gorbachev had, prior to 1989, informed his East European comrades about his decision not to send troops should their people rise against them. Except for public announcements of the freedom of choice, such as Gorbachev’s 1988 address to the United Nations, the public knew very little about the leader’s intentions.

Still, in 1989, thousands of people were intimidated, taken into custody, or beaten up by communist police. Force was never ruled out entirely. Padraic Kenney has shown that in 1989, it was still risky to demonstrate in the streets. Even in the most liberal parts of Poland, uncertainty remained; in October 1989, Soviet police organized a “pogrom” against opposition demonstrators in Ukraine and in November demonstrating students in Prague were mercilessly beaten up by Czech police. Polish communist leaders seriously considered imposing martial law in August 1988 and after the elections of June 1989; Czechoslovak communists considered doing the same in November 1989. In the GDR police vans were deliberately driven into the demonstrating crowd, Stasi boss Erich Mielke gave the order to “shoot troublemakers” and the East German Politburo discussed crushing the mass demonstrations. As the brief episode of Soviet force in the Baltics shows, until 1991 “no one could exclude the possibility of an attempted crackdown.”

The fact that appalling bloodshed happened on Tiananmen Square, many observers claim, is one of the reasons it did not happen in Europe. But the opposite chain of causality may hold true as well, as Peter Vámos suggests. From the developments in Eastern Europe, Chinese leaders drew the conclusion that ruthless action was needed in Beijing. While Gorbachev had started to tolerate public dissent, not the least in order to create momentum for his reforms, the Chinese party decided first to quell the student demonstrations on Tiananmen Square and then to return to their reforms. Afterward, again, fundamentally differing conclusions were drawn at the other end of the communist world: While members of the Polish
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and Hungarian opposition were among the fiercest critics of the bloody crackdown and in the Kremlin an appalled Gorbachev may have felt confirmed in his commitment to non-violence, in Bucharest and East Berlin, Nicolae Ceaușescu and Erich Honecker watched with interest how what their hardline advisors would soon recommend as “the Chinese solution” was being implemented.62

However, as Anneli Ute Gabanyi argues, it is far from clear who is responsible for most of the about 1,000 dead in Romania, when a group of people around Ion Iliescu seized power in a coup d’état following popular unrest in Timișoara. Ceaușescu’s suppression of the uprising cost many lives, but many more people died in fighting after the dictator had been arrested. He was the only communist leader who was executed in 1989.

Police brutality did not rescue the communist GDR either. After a brief climax in October, the violence was toned down and, soon thereafter, the SED state disappeared. The mass exodus of East Germans through the recently opened Hungarian-Austrian border, ongoing demonstrations at home and quickly approaching bankruptcy had caused so much confusion in East Berlin that it unwillingly opened the Wall and, later, consented with round table talks and free elections. Interestingly, even as the GDR increasingly resembled an air mattress with a hole, some of its most prominent dissidents continued to believe in the existence of a reformed communist state. Yet, this idea was rejected among the masses and the emerging drive for German unity prevailed.

Hans Hermann Hertle stresses the role West German television (which could be seen anywhere in the GDR except in the so-called Valley of the Clueless) played in East Germany’s “October Revolution” by reporting the opening, first, of the Hungarian Iron Curtain and, then, prematurely as it turned out, of the Berlin Wall. Indeed, the fall of the Wall is the first world-historic event to have become reality because it was announced by the media. When in the evening of 9 November 1989 West German television declared that “the gates of the Wall are wide open” this was not yet the case.63 However it turned into a self-fulfilling prophecy, since it drew more and more crowds to the border. Even earlier, West German reports on the rigged GDR elections in May 1989 had helped spark demonstrations in the East. The transnational effects of the first “televised revolution in history” did not end here. Victor Sebestyen writes: “When people in Prague saw the Berlin Wall come down, they began to believe they too could overthrow their leaders. [...] Nicolae Ceaușescu lost power the moment his face was seen on Romanian television looking first confused, then petrified and finally weak as crowds booed him at a Bucharest rally.”64 Similarly, media reports about the alleged death of student Martin Šmíd at the hands of Czechoslovak riot police on 17 November helped to swell the protesting crowd in the “Velvet Revolution.” Further impulses for the uprising had been

64 Sebestyen, Revolution 1989, xx (quote), 278.
received by the presence of thousands of East German refugees in the West German embassy in Prague. After massive strikes and the emergence of opposition groups such as Václav Havel’s Civic Forum, a coalition government with a non-communist majority was formed and it was agreed to hold free elections.

As Jiří Suk reminds us, many of the demonstrations of the “Velvet Revolution” were organized in commemoration of two crucial phases in Czechoslovakia’s recent history: Nazi suppression (as signified by the death of Jan Opletal in 1939) and the Soviet and Warsaw Pact crackdown on the “Prague Spring” reform policies of 1968 (an invasion that was protested most tragically by the self-immolation of Jan Palach in 1969). Both historical events were understood as powerful symbols in the fight for national sovereignty and resistance against foreign domination. By the same token, in 1989 events commemorating the Czechoslovak declaration of independence 1918, the 1848 revolution and the 1956 uprising in Hungary (both suppressed by Russian forces), Ukrainian independence 1919, and the 1939 signing of the Hitler-Stalin pact as the stab in the back of Baltic statehood, were organized to create a “national” consensus against what was increasingly depicted and perceived as “foreign” (i.e. Soviet) communist regimes. These served as points of departure for the 1989 revolutions in these countries. It was no coincidence that the reburial of Hungary’s 1956 leader Imre Nagy was used by an opposition activist, Viktor Orbán, for voicing a public call for a Soviet withdrawal from his country.

Gorbachev seems to have been aware of the risk that historical revelations might exacerbate national tensions. Until the final day of the USSR’s existence, the Soviet leadership continued to consider the Hungarian revolution of 1956 “an anti-communist fascist coup.” In the case of the Soviet massacre of the Polish elite near Katyn in 1940, Gorbachev continued to deny knowledge of the whereabouts of related documents about Stalin’s responsibility, although according to Mikhail Prozumenshchikov he had known about them since the beginning of 1989.

In Yugoslavia, the “national” question emerged in a different way. Together with Albania, it was the only Eastern country that was never occupied by the Soviet army for a longer period of time. Florian Bieber and Armina Galijaš demonstrate that, at first glance, Yugoslavia’s trajectory away from communist rule does not appear particularly different from the other Eastern countries: The communist party collapsed in January 1990 and multiparty elections were held. However, in contrast to other countries the anger of the large protest movement of 1988 was quickly channeled into ethnic conflict and the main cleavages within the ruling party opened along ethnic lines. Thus elections led to different results: While non-communist governments came to power in Slovenia, Croatia, and Bosnia and Herzegovina, the successors to communists won in Montenegro and Serbia. This division of Yugoslavia reflects a larger division between two groups of countries:
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In Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and the GDR multiparty elections brought the victory of non-communist forces; in Bulgaria and Romania members of the (reform) communist elite took power in palace revolts and were then confirmed in elections.66

Transnational links and external factors

Most authors agree that the revolutions of 1989 were not disconnected national phenomena, but were reinforced by inter- and transnational links and spillover effects. As can be seen by the American, French and Polish revolutions of 1776, 1789 and 1791/94 with their transatlantic repercussions, the upheavals from Latin America to the Mediterranean region and St. Petersburg from 1820 to 1825, the Russian and Central European revolutions in the aftermath of World War I as well as the de-Stalinization crises of 1953–56, this is certainly not a new phenomenon. The revolutions of 1830 and 1848 in particular were transnational events with far-reaching spillover effects ranging from Paris to Warsaw and from Palermo to Budapest.67

Before and during 1989, ideas of reform and democratic participation spread from Western Europe to the East, from Eastern Europe to Russia and vice versa, and from Eastern Europe to China. Among the dissident groups of the late 1980s, a widespread network of transnational links and interactions existed at the grassroots level. Later this reached up to the top: Collaboration between Polish activists and their Czechoslovak and Hungarian as well as Baltic and Ukrainian colleagues included students’ contacts, the smuggling of hardware and know-how,68 and protests against the Tiananmen massacre in front of the Chinese embassy buildings in Warsaw and Budapest. When Czech authorities arrested Hungarian activists who had supported anti-regime demonstrations in Prague on 21 August 1989, the Hungarian opposition organized a hunger strike in front of the Czechoslovak embassy in Budapest. Solidarity was active in promoting liberalization and self-determination in the USSR: Wałęsa wrote a letter to Gorbachev urging him to grant Lithuania the same right of choice as had been given Eastern Europe and later nominated the three Baltic republics for the Nobel Peace Prize.69 In the Baltic states, students from Ukraine experienced the feeling of seeing the banned national flag waved on the streets and were taught how to layout their samizdat gazette. Polish opposition leader Adam Michnik joined the inaugural congress of Ukraine’s Rukh move-
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ment in September 1989. While Padraic Kenney has demonstrated that dissident cooperation among East Europeans was much more active than expected, he has stressed the reticence of West Europeans (in contrast to Americans) with regard to Eastern dissidents; here the dilemma of the 1970s of whether to establish and maintain contact with communist semi-official peace and human-rights organizations or of trying to collaborate with the opposition was visible.

The transnational spillover of political reforms, as analyzed by Ella Zadorozhnyuk, ranged from round table negotiations, free multicandidate elections to the abolishment of the “leading role” of the communist party. Competitive multicandidate elections had been made mandatory in Poland and Hungary for the National Assembly and local councils from the early 1980s;70 the Hungarian Parliament was relieved step-by-step from party tutelage. The Hungarian communists were also first in giving up their monopoly of power in January 198971 and announcing the transition to a multiparty system. The regulations created for the election of the Congress of People’s Deputies in the USSR in March stipulated that candidates seek approval by local assemblies; many anti-establishment communists and independent candidates won such tickets and, then, congress seats. From here they created a pro-reform caucus. Later, they were among the first deputies to leave the CPSU. In the meantime, this new kind of election in the Soviet Union had made it easier to change the regulations for elections in Poland in June, with 35 percent of the Sejm and all seats of the Senate open for free contestation. Although Gorbachev had expressed his personal disapproval, Hungary was the first to introduce genuine multiparty elections, which were held shortly after similar elections in the GDR in March and April 1990; Czechoslovakia followed in June. Further spillover effects were seen with regard to border controls: the deconstruction of the Iron Curtain on the Hungarian-Soviet border was mirrored at the Hungarian-Austrian frontier and, subsequently, the opening of the border for East German refugees. While Hungary had joined the UN Convention on Refugees in order to accept Magyars fleeing from Romania, Budapest applied the stipulations to East Germans as well.

Spillover effects triggered not only reforms, but also unrest: The Hungarian demonstrations in solidarity with the Transylvanian Hungarian minority contributed to the revolution in Budapest; in a similar fashion, the presence of East German refugees in Czechoslovakia helped inspire the “Velvet Revolution” in Prague. Added to these triggers were the demonstration effect and copying the round table


model; Hungary, the GDR, Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria followed the Polish example of negotiations between the communists and non-communist forces.\footnote{Mark Kramer, “The Collapse of East European Communism and the Repercussions within the Soviet Union (Part 1),” \textit{Journal of Cold War Studies} 5, no. 4 (Fall 2003): 178–256, in particular 180; (Part 2), no. 6. (Fall 2004): 3–64, in particular 48–57; and (Part 3), no. 1 (Winter 2005): 3–96, in particular 69.} The emerging transnational dynamic was reflected in assessments by people on the ground: When in September 1989, after state communism had ended in Poland, a Czechoslovak citizen went to a street festival there, she was greeted by a Pole with the words: “Oh, you are from Czechoslovakia! Don’t worry, communism will fall there too!”\footnote{Quoted in Kenney, \textit{A Carnival}, 286.} Mark Kramer has discovered that transnational spillovers were facilitated by the intensity of relations within the Eastern bloc.\footnote{Mark Kramer, “The Collapse of East European Communism and the Repercussions within the Soviet Union (Part 1),” \textit{Journal of Cold War Studies} 5, no. 4 (Fall 2003): 178–256, in particular 180; (Part 2), no. 6. (Fall 2004): 3–64, in particular 48–57; and (Part 3), no. 1 (Winter 2005): 3–96, in particular 69.} While in 1986–88 reform impulses mainly came from the USSR (the Hungarian example still had not experienced any visible consequences), in 1989 the direction of spillovers started to change. From then they were mainly oriented from Central Europe toward the Soviet Union. After East European “fraternal” parties had given up their monopoly, the CPSU followed suit in 1990.

While the Soviet role before and in 1989 cannot be overestimated and Gorbachev became the “hero of retreat” (Hans Magnus Enzensberger),\footnote{Hans Magnus Enzensberger, “Die Helden des Rückzugs. Brouillon zu einer politischen Moral der Macht,” \textit{Sinn und Form}, no. 3 (1990): 579–84.} Western behavior has been much less in the limelight. The peak of the Cold War in the early 1980s had contributed to differentiating between Western leaders who advocated continuing cooperation with communist governments and those who felt it necessary to increase support for opposition groups and demand the observation of human rights.\footnote{Cf. Leopoldo Nuti, ed., \textit{The Crisis of Détente in Europe: From Helsinki to Gorbachev, 1975–1985} (London: Routledge, 2009).} With regard to Western action and reaction, historians have not yet concurred whether this was conducive to the dismantling of communism at all and, if so, how and to what extent.

Many will agree that among Western leaders, “no person [did] more for the 1989 revolutions than the pope.”\footnote{Pleshakov, \textit{There is no Freedom}, 237. Some might add that this holds true for the democratization of Latin America as well.} The election of a Polish pontiff had certainly galvanized Catholics in his homeland. To obtain permission to visit Poland, John Paul II, who had been identified by the KGB as a “danger” to Soviet rule, had been forced to agree not to criticize communism. This dovetailed with pleas by the Curia and the Polish priimate, who had advocated moderation so that the status quo of Polish Catholics would not be endangered. In the final address of his 1979 trip to Poland, Karol Wojtyła told the largest public gathering ever held in this country: “I have come to...
you to talk about the dignity of man.” By addressing not only human rights but also values such as honesty, solidarity and empathy, the pope inspired people who were appalled by widespread dishonesty, corruption and oppression.

While the pope had the advantage of being allowed to speak to the masses, even if in philosophical language, other measures in support of oppositional groups behind the Iron Curtain had to be implemented covertly. Under the Carter administration, the CIA had started secretly to support Solidarność. However, when the Agency discovered communist preparations for the implementation of martial law, it did nothing to warn the opposition.

The Western responses to perestroika were ambivalent: While many agreed with Margaret Thatcher’s assessment that “We are not in a Cold War now,” Secretary of Defense Richard Cheney was no less correct in stating that Gorbachev’s “new thinking” “may be a temporary aberration” in Soviet behavior only. US presidents Ronald Reagan and George H.W. Bush walked a middle line in welcoming perestroika and striking disarmament deals, at the same time taking the “new thinking” at its word by calling on Gorbachev to “tear down” the Berlin Wall (1987) and to allow a “Europe whole and free” (1989).

The Cold War had emerged, for the most part, as a struggle over the fate of Eastern Europe, whose Sovietization at the hands of Stalin would be one of the foremost triggers for this global conflict. It was thus logical that it would be brought to an end over this part of the continent as well. As of today, the end of the Cold War has eclipsed the issue of Western involvement in the revolutions of 1989—with the exception of the post-November developments in
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the GDR. While many analysts have explained this with an underestimation of Eastern unrest by Western observers, noninterference may also be seen as having been a deliberate strategy to make the changes easier to swallow for the USSR. Whether “Washington got it right because it got it wrong”\textsuperscript{84} or because it assessed the situation correctly will continue to be debated. It seems that both long-term strategic aims, as they are analyzed by \textit{Philip Zelikow}, as well as President Bush’s short-term reaction “not to jump on the Wall” once it had been opened contributed to the peaceful yet fundamental changes. \textit{Norman M. Naimark} supposes that the superpowers’ main achievements in 1989 are “what they did not do rather than what they did.” This may certainly be true, given the outcome a more heavy-handed Soviet or US reaction might have triggered. While Gorbachev struggled to combine liberalization in Central Europe with upholding the Warsaw Treaty Organization (at least until 1995 when his advisors expected the “elimination of the military structures of the two blocs”\textsuperscript{85} and their merger in a security system comprising Europe, the USSR, and Northern America), he stuck to his policy of noninterference and nonviolence. The Reagan and Bush administrations, which were anxious to keep him in power, showed restraint while not forgetting long-term goals of dismantling communism and fostering Western democracy. Neither was a “superpower condominium” over Eastern Europe agreed upon, nor were the non-communist groups and new governments abandoned. In the face of the communist crisis, both sides earned respect for displaying remarkable ability to handle potentially explosive situations in a sensitive and responsible way.

Facing the upheavals of 1989, the smaller Western states shared the US goal of not destabilizing Gorbachev’s position. Since her first meeting with the Soviet leader, British prime minister Margaret Thatcher had advocated “doing business” with him and had done a lot to convince the US president of her approach. In a conversation with Gorbachev on 23 September 1989, the “Iron Lady” characterized the Soviet leader’s position as being “in favor of each country’s choosing its own road of development so long as the Warsaw Treaty is intact.”\textsuperscript{86} Zbigniew Brzezinski, the former US security advisor, in 1989 even went as far as advocating Poland and Hungary remaining within the Warsaw Treaty Organization.\textsuperscript{87} This was a widespread position among Western leaders, whose highest priority was not


to rock Gorbachev’s boat or endanger the negotiations on the reduction of conventional forces in Europe. The tendency of many Western leaders toward at least temporarily upholding the international status quo was also visible with regard to the Baltic struggle for independence.\(^8^8\) In contrast, even reform communists in 1989, and still more so the newly elected non-communist leaders of the Central European countries in 1990 voiced their interest in having the Soviet troops and nuclear weapons withdrawn from their soil, and, in 1991, in burying the Warsaw Pact altogether.

In international politics, the East European revolutions were soon overshadowed by the German Question, which rapidly gained urgency after the fall of the Berlin Wall. While West German chancellor Helmut Kohl embraced the opportunity for achieving the goal of two generations of Germans and President Bush told Gorbachev that no one could “expect us [i.e. the United States] not to approve of German reunification,”\(^8^9\) Margaret Thatcher and, to a lesser extent, François Mitterrand feared the consequences of a possible German reunification. However, in contrast to the British prime minister, who furiously raised her handbag against that solution, the French president expected the Kremlin to do everything necessary for blocking it.\(^9^0\) Historian Jeffrey Engel has stressed how much personality mattered in shaping the various international responses to 1989. This coincides with the conclusions of Klaus Larres who, in explaining Thatcher’s rigid anti-German attitude, draws attention to her experiences as a child during the German air attacks on Britain in World War II. As a consequence of her intransigence, the prime minister was increasingly isolated from the more balanced approach of the Foreign Office.\(^9^1\) In contrast the French president and the prime minister of Italy were, as Georges Saunier and Antonio Varsori underline, flexible enough to use their acquiescence with German reunification for tying it to European integration. It remains to be seen whether Mitterrand’s earlier signals for upholding the GDR and blocking a quick unification process represented his true intentions, initiatives for sounding out the situation, or for appeasing Gorbachev.\(^9^2\) In reading Gorbachev’s conversations it appears that many European leaders shared the


\(^9^2\) Cf. Maurice Vaïsse and Christian Wenkel, *La diplomatie française face à l’unification allemande* (Paris: Tallandier, 2011), 29. The editors state that “the idea of François Mitterrand being hostile or at least very reluctant vis-à-vis German unification is well established, while the archives, now open, do not confirm that.”
intention of finding common ground with him—even at the cost of disavowing their own declarations in support of German unification. Yet, since Italian public opinion seemed to embrace reunification, the Italian government gave up resistance even quicker than did the French. The Austrian government, which had, as Arnold Suppan notes, intensified its relations with the East European states since the 1950s and closely monitored the dissident movement, was nevertheless taken by surprise in 1989. Michael Gehler stresses that, due to contradictions between the ruling parties, the governing coalition took a long time to make up its mind about how to react to the challenges of 1989.93

It was the Soviet leader who had to travel the longest road to make the reunification possible, taking the hurdles of approving the opening of the Berlin Wall, then consenting with self-determination regarding possible unification and finally, with a free choice of alliances. Wolfgang Mueller’s chapter demonstrates that the Soviet leadership communicated acceptance of German reunification earlier than hitherto thought, namely on 20 January 1990, in a conversation between the Soviet and the East German foreign ministers. The 1989 revolution and the German reunification process merged into a highly complex situation, depicted by Alexander von Plato, that was characterized by the interaction of the upheaval and power struggle within the GDR, West German offers to help if the SED gave up its political monopoly, and external interference from the four powers as well as neighboring states.94 The dynamic of the unrest in and exodus from the “German Demonstrating Republic” as well as this country’s approaching bankruptcy increased the time pressure for the actors involved, a time pressure that was used by the West German government to capture the initiative for reunification. To make things even more complicated, the Soviet leader’s attention was increasingly distracted by the worsening economic crisis in his own country and the Baltic struggle for independence.

**Context and aftermath**

The East European revolutions of 1989 and their peaceful resolution were facilitated by a geopolitical sea change between the East and West that led to substantial changes in the global political architecture. Archie Brown has con-
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93 Prior to the forming of the coalition government in 1986, contradictions between the two parties had mainly emerged over the question how to deal with humanitarian issues and dissidents. In general, the respective opposition party was much more ready to openly criticize communist governments (and the government for being too soft on them) than the party in power.

vincingly argued that the East European revolutions were not part of what Samuel Huntington has labeled the global “third wave” of democratization, which started with the end of the military dictatorship in Portugal in 1974 and continued on to Greece, Spain, Latin America and East Asia. As interconnections between these revolutions on one hand and the end of state communism in Eastern Europe on the other are “marginal” or even “non-existent,” Brown sees the latter rather as a distinct phenomenon, a fourth wave. In contrast, all East European revolutions constituted an interconnected whole, which was affected by the changes in the Soviet Union. While the longing for “Europeanization” (be it a “normal” way of life in a liberal consumer society or, more concretely, the perspective of joining the European Community) loomed large in the East European states, the element of “marketization” was virtually absent in the southern countries where market economies already existed.

The years 1989–92 saw the collapse of not only a dozen communist and client regimes worldwide from East Berlin to Ulan Bator, Kabul, and Addis Ababa. Fred Halliday has also pointed to 1989’s repercussions in “over a dozen other countries, located mainly in Southern Africa and Latin America, that had, with varying degrees of plausibility, justified their authoritarian systems by reference to the threat of ‘international’ communism.” With regard to the end of apartheid in South Africa, this relationship is often stressed. As Arne Westad reminds us, neither the Cold War nor the revolution of 1989 was simply a European affair. While, however, the Cold War had emerged primarily on this continent, it is less clear what the legacy of 1989 for the rest of the world will be. Recent volumes by Steven Saxonberg and Martin Dimitrov try to explain why the communist regimes only collapsed in Soviet client states, but not in the People’s Republic of China, Vietnam, Laos, North Korea, and Cuba—if they can be called communist at all. They have pointed to the latter regimes’ avoidance of combining economic with
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95 Samuel P. Huntington, The Third Wave: Democratization in the Late Twentieth Century (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991); the first wave having taken place from 1826–1926, the second from 1943–62. For the events in Latin America and Eastern Europe in parallel, see Erhard Stackl, 1989: Sturz der Diktaturen (Vienna: Czemin, 2009).


political reforms, their preservation of central tenets of their ideological claims and their reliance on nationalism and repression as stabilizing tools. Historian Pierre Grosser is certainly correct in stating that 1989 was unique not only in the geographical range of “world historical” events, but also with regard to the spectrum of developments it brought to the fore. These comprise the end of the Cold War, victories of freedom and pluralism in certain parts of the world and their suppression in others, the triumph of economic liberalism, and the re-emergence of nationalism and Islamism. The end of the Cold War opened many eyes for challenges that had hitherto been dwarfed by the East-West conflict; after a brief euphoria, concern about growing unpredictability appeared. However, although 1989 changed many things, continuity with the pre-1989 world (e.g. with regard to elites) and in some cases even the return to pre-1914 patterns (in international and economic thinking) are significant. In contrast to widespread talk in the 1980s about the near end of the nation-state in Western Europe, a reaffirmation of national sovereignty in East-Central Europe was seen after forty years of Soviet control following 1989.

Whereas the revolutions of 1989 succeeded in reaching their most important aim of disbanding state communism and permitting citizens to try to shape their own destinies, the success of the following transition to democracy, stability and prosperity is not yet entirely clear. Charles Maier has argued that the disappointment marking many judgements about the developments in the decade after 1989 was, for the most part, unmerited and mostly stimulated by exaggerated expectations. Some authors were optimistic that a quick world-wide transition to democracy and its sustaining could be achieved. This hope, as was aptly reflected in political scientist Francis Fukuyama’s expectation of the End of History, turned out to be elusive. At the other end of the spectrum stands Ralf Dahrendorf, who warned of a return of ethnic hatred and fascism, which he considered the greatest
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risk after the revolutions.\textsuperscript{107} The war in Yugoslavia confirmed some of these expectations. Former dissident Adam Michnik belonged to those who tried to moderate these fears by arguing that achieving democratic normalcy was already a great success: “Democracy is gray […] That is why we say gray is beautiful.”\textsuperscript{108}

Democracy still is, and will perhaps always be, endangered—not only in formerly communist countries, but globally and also in the “old” West. It needs to be regained every day. While in Central Asia, Russia and Belarus authoritarian regimes have emerged with old or new faces, in Western societies, as a consequence of economic neo-liberalism, unequal distribution of wealth and the economic precariousness of many citizens’ lives are described by many as threatening the essence of democratic participation and decision making.\textsuperscript{109} That consumption serves as the main factor of political legitimization is perhaps one of the most visible continuities between late communist and postcommunist political discourses.\textsuperscript{110} De-politization, consumerization and entertainmentalization of public life are mirrored by sinking political participation. The dogma of individualism has contributed not only to personal lives becoming less predictable, but also to social and political disintegration.\textsuperscript{111} The same holds true for the emergence of parallel societies that harbor preferences at variance with Western political and social principles. In the former communist countries, the post-1989 recession, growing unemployment, inflation and changes in the welfare systems have contributed to disappointment and rising inequality, as analyzed by \textit{Dieter Segert}. Liberal reforms were followed by an economic meltdown; by 1992, the GDP of Central Europe had shrunk to 77 percent from that of 1989. Between 1989 and 1995, the percentage of people living in relative poverty (earning less than 35–45 percent of the average) rose, e.g., from 14 to 54 percent in Bulgaria, from 4 to 35 percent in the Czech Republic, 10 to 30 percent in Hungary, 25 to 44 percent in Poland, and 34 to 52 percent in Romania.\textsuperscript{112} In 2005 a recovery was


\textsuperscript{111} Boyer, “1989,” 108.

noted, with growth rates of about 4 percent in the Central European countries, which, in terms of their average citizens’ standard of living still lag behind Western Europe.

Voters have reacted with disappointment, volatility and, after a brief high, decreasing political participation. In Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Lithuania the former (reformed) communist parties were elected back into power in 1993–94. As the cases of Poland, the Czech Republic, Romania, and Russia illustrate, conspiracy theories with regard to what happened in and after the revolutions of 1989 loom large in public discourse. The West European Left came out of 1989–90 with its subsequent triumph of market liberalism certainly equally disoriented, with many of central tenets shattered.113 The rise of nationalism, as reflected in the wars in Yugoslavia, Horst Möller reminds us, has added to insecurity.

Despite these flaws of the 1990s and 2000s, most of which are rather global than specific postcommunist phenomena, in 2009 Ann Applebaum has drawn the following balance:

Some truly awful things did happen: In Yugoslavia there was a bitter war. In Russia, revanchism has returned. Authoritarian dictators run several of the former Soviet republics. But the heart of Central Europe—Germany, Poland, Hungary, Slovakia, the Czech Republic, the Baltic states, Romania and Bulgaria—is peaceful and democratic. More than that: The inhabitants of Central Europe are healthier, more prosperous and more integrated with the rest of the continent than they have been for centuries.114

One might add that their countries are more observant of human rights and transparency than other former parts of the Soviet empire. However, political instability and the rise of populist or authoritarian tendencies bedevil some of their states as well.

While only a few countries resorted to juridical means for dealing with their communist past, most of them, even Russia, the focus of Mikhail Prokumenshchikov’s case study, opened their communist-era archives at least partially. What started as part of the political struggle over glasnost and perestroika has since enabled historians and social scientist to better understand communism.

Indeed, the transformations were—given the systematic violation of social processes in the state communist societies—remarkably smooth. European and transatlantic integration, as analyzed by Stanley R. Sloan and John O’Brennan, have certainly contributed to safeguarding this development.115 Sloan stresses that

the Central European states’ integration into NATO happened primarily because of their own, and not Western, initiative. Recent research and Gorbachev himself have refuted that Western non-enlargement pledges with regard to Central Europe ever existed.\textsuperscript{116} Although the main instruments of Soviet control over Eastern Europe, the Warsaw Pact, and the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance were dissolved in 1991 as was the USSR, and although the Russian Army was withdrawn by 1994, protection against Russian pressure—as reflected by imperialist rumblings from Russia, the political use of economic dependence on Russian energy, and Russian involvement in the disintegration of neighboring states such as Georgia, Ukraine, and Moldova—is still an overwhelming reason for legitimization of the alliance among newcomers. The West had no justification for denying them entry into Western organizations and was interested in stabilizing these countries. The “Europeanization” of the former “people’s democracies,” one of the goals of 1989, seems to have been achieved. Almost overnight, Eastern Europe, which for

sequences for Europe as a whole are at hand: Peter Graf Kielmansegg has argued that 1989 was, albeit limited to the East, a truly European revolution insofar as it reconstituted the continent.\textsuperscript{119}

The revolutions of 1989 played an important part in making all this possible. The vast majority of the involved actors—from opposition groups and external actors to many communist leaders, above all Mikhail Gorbachev—managed to avoid widespread violence. Despite the flaws of the transition, their success in spreading Western political and economic structures and lifestyle as well as creating more open and freer societies is unquestionable. The “colored revolutions” of the early 2000s from Ukraine (where the opposition chose the same color as Polish dissident groups of 1989) to Central Asia and back to Ukraine demonstrate that their legacy lives on.\textsuperscript{120}


\textsuperscript{117} R.J. Crampton, Eastern Europe in the Twentieth Century—and After, 2nd edition (London: Routledge, 1997), xi.


Nonetheless, in many postcommunist societies, the memory of the revolutions is still contested between political parties and groups, as Liliana Deyanova illustrates with the example of Bulgaria. This is a general phenomenon: The revolutions of 1989 still mean different things to different people.\textsuperscript{121} To some they signify the end of a “good old age” of modest economic security, a plot for undermining a powerful empire, the “greatest catastrophe of the twentieth century,” or the beginning of a new and in fact strange type of “(n)ostalgia.”\textsuperscript{122} In some cases, they will be considered missed opportunities for achieving something better than was in the end implemented. To many others the revolutions of 1989 are and will always remain a “triumph of civic dignity and political morality over ideological monism, bureaucratic cynicism and police dictatorship.”\textsuperscript{123} It will be the task of future generations not to let them fall under the “veil of moral ambiguity.”\textsuperscript{124}


\textsuperscript{123} Tismaneanu, “Rethinking 1989,” 16.

\textsuperscript{124} Judt, \textit{Postwar}, 697.
The Revolutions of 1989 formed part of a revolutionary wave in the late 1980s and early 1990s that resulted in the end of communist rule in Central and Eastern Europe and beyond. The period is often also called the Fall of Communism and sometimes called the Fall of Nations or the Autumn of Nations, a play on the term Spring of Nations that is sometimes used to describe the Revolutions of 1848.